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Lacy
Slatzer
has a
remodeled
basement
and a new
scrapping
space!

Right now it
is snowing
steadily and
Miss Minnie
is curled up
next the
keyboard as
I type. We did walk this morning so
she’s glad to be inside and warm –
as am I.
As a result of
scrapbooking
friend, Danette’s
inquiry, Scrap-nCountry has
applied to be a
retailer for
Making Memories. Check out their
web site to see which of their items
you might
be
interested
in. Danette
likes their 3
ring binders.

She says,
My
“favorite
thing in the room is the display
wire from IKEA, that clips my most
recent scrapbook pages;
sometimes you want to just look at
them for awhile:)
inspiration: I got great ideas from
magazines and books. I thought
about if I could have anything,
what would I want, some things
worked, some didn't.

Who wants to
come scrap
with me? I’d enjoy spending an
afternoon or evening scrapping
together and catching up! Please
call or email and we’ll make plans.
You’re invited!

Noreen

Friday, February 12, 2010

best deal: the laminate floors from
lumber liquidators, they were on
clearance and easy to clean for any
spills I might have.
My other favorite
thing in the room is
my "trash hole":) I
had my husband
cut a small hole in
the countertop to
slide all the paper
scraps and trash
straight into with
one swipe! Awesome idea from
Creating Keepsakes' Lisa
Bearnson; she has it in her space.”
THANKS for sharing, Lacy!

Featured Tip

www.makingmemories.com
I have always
liked their
tools, brads,
and paint.

with
canisters,
etc. most
of the
items were
from the
kitchen section, just thinking outside
the box for how it could work for
you.

work: all the work was done by
my husband and myself. He built
all the cabinets for me including
the 12 x12 paper organizer and we
worked together to paint and install
the floor. I am truly loved!!
organization idea: I love to
organize so there are a lot. Tons of
the items I bought at IKEA, the
hanging wire, the magnetic strip

Do not use a ballpoint pen to write
on the back of photographs – not
even an acid free one. The
pressure of the pen may damage
the image. Often you can see the
words embossed into the surface of
the picture. Use an
acid free felt tipped
marker to label
pictures. Press
only lightly and be
sure the ink is dry
prior to stacking the
photos.
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Featured Product
My favorite,
and Scrap-nCountry’s
first product!
After trying
every acid
free adhesive
in the stores
and
elsewhere,
my current
and longest
lasting
favorite is the E-Z Runner. The
tape comes off the roller in tiny
rectangles. Rolling around a curve
is easy. And, when just a bit is
needed for an “i” or an “l,” it is
possible to pick up just one tiny
rectangle with tweezers!
SNC every day price is 35% less
than the MSRP of $5.60 per
runner.
$3.64 + .25 tax = $3.89 for a single roll
$7.02 + .42 tax = $7.49 for pkg of two

Because “just one adhesive” will
not do everything, there are others
that I use and like. They are
available to you, too, at Scrap-nCountry’s everyday low prices.

Glue dots are strong and
“contained” and come in four
sizes: craft, memory book, mini,
and pop up.
Judikin’s
Diamond Glaze
is a wonderful
liquid adhesive
that can be used
to attach 3D
embellishments
as well as to
make a paper
surface look 3D.
Here, Diamond Glaze was used to
fix pebbles and wood letters to the
cover of a “coffee table
scrapbook.”

To order,
call or email.
Shipping /
delivery is
FREE!
3M’s
Scrapbooking
Tape is good
for covering
brad tails and
staples on the
backs of sb
pages…so they don’t scratch
pictures while pages wait to be
placed in protectors.
Xyron adhesives are another
option for safely sticking
embellishments to scrapbook
pages. The X
works
particularly well
on small Cricuit
cut letters and
shapes.
Both the machines and refills are
available at Scrap-n-Country!

Sakura’s Quickie Glue
Pen is GREAT for tiny
spaces, too. The glue line
or dot is exactly like a
ball point pen line or
dot…excellent control as
long as YOU don’t get
too nervous ☺
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Featured Quote

as of January 2010

"No birth certificate
is issued when a
friendship is born.
There is
nothing tangible.
There is just a
feeling that your life
is different and
that your capacity to
love and care has
miraculously been
enlarged
without any effort on
your part."
- Steve Tesich

Happy Valentine’s
Day, Friends!
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